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The full-page charts in this book, except page 37, were taken from
Bulletin 2, “Helps on Sharpening Hand Woodworking
Tools,” prepared
b)- the same authors and published by the Department
of Education,
North Carolina State University
at Raleigh.
The demand for the above bulletin has been far greater than the supply. Only a limited number of copies have been available to teachers of
vocational agriculture in North Carolina.
No copies have been available
to teachers or students outside the State.
The original charts have been supplemented by full directions on methods of sharpening each woodworking tool and additional visual aids have
been added for both the teacher and the student.
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Edueat~ion cmnes through experience. There are two kinds of experience-tht
within the ir.dividoalz the familiar;
and that without
the individual,
the unfamiliar.
Those things with which he is familiar, which he knows or can do, we shall call “old”
experiences.
T‘nose things with which he is not familiar, which he does not know or cannot do, we shall call “‘new” experiences.
We always use the “01sY with the “new” in a learning situation.
ing situation is mually had when there is a balance between the old
there is not too much new in proportion to the old. There must be
and the new if we are to lean.
Teaching and learning is, therefore,
of remaking exprisnience.

A satisfiactory leamaad the new-when
interaction of the old
a eontinvous process

One of the problems of the teacher, especially the shop teacher, is to delay actual
practice by the student Img enough for him to develop an understanding
through obserThe greatest weakness in our shop instrucvation and study of the correct procedure.
tion is allowing the student to “practice the doing” before he is prepared to do i&-before
he understands what he is to do, before he has built up sufficient “new experience” to proceed with the doing intelelligently.
‘I%e folkming outline, “Total Experience Nectary
in Leaning
to File B Saw,”
fords an excellent iUusti%on
of the necessity for building up ‘“new experience” before a
tempting
job. Usually the student will go direct from his old experiHe is hopeence (oue’.ined under 1) to the complex new experience (outlined under III).
lessly lost. He ID.& the ~~o~o~5 ~bse~~~o~ and in this case, practice in cutting out saw
The
teeth (outlined render II) to enable him to proceed with filing the saw intelligently.
rewired
“new experieme” for doing the job is out of balance with his “‘old experience.”
actually

to

do

Ewe
“see” and
good eotting.
He mwt
Iarger teeth serves this

the

to 5Ie the maw, we mast first provide him with a way to
eth are like and just how they should be shaped Lo do
have a tixed pattern in mind topyard which to work. Cutting out

Doctms sometiies
say, “This
A jab thoroughiy understood is usually very simple.
kman’s case is hoiAess.
Eis disease is incura&.”
What they should say is, “We do not
The method for the ~~@Qe~~Q~of
understand this &sease. We cannot ewe this man.”
typhoid fever was not understood many years ago. Today, the prevention of this disease
simpie prmdure.
is 8 ve

,.

~.

.~

_,

c

Wht. ‘How
AadWhyCiTSize.Shape,
Set:Jointing.Setting,etc.Of SawTeeth

SelectA SawWhichNeedsFihng And ,Jointit:
Shape,Set And Fiie The Teeth.

The corn& method for filing a saw is mt understood by many boys cm men. Many
Study and observatioa must
attempt to Ne before they understand and failure results.
prec& thhepractice-practice
in accordance with tested methods.
Follow the correct
met&xl and the job becomes very simple.
%v.pha-is is given to the “why” aad the “how” in all the sharpening procedures set
og in titis ‘book. The text materiais should be studied before undertaking the practieea.

This iittle book has been prepared LO help -nil properly sharpen some of the more
The directions and mcti~ods of sharpening these tools wae
c::?:nmon w!odwor!ting
t.a&.
+-~w+P
developed especially TOT s,,,._L in farm shop classes in rura! schools and in industriai
;;~-fs and woodmxking
classes. it should also be equaily helpfel to home c!raftsmen.
.4 sharp tool is necessary in order to do any t~%e of woodwork with accuracy and satisfaction.
Ir stz.rting the constmclion
part of a woodworking job the first thing to do
is to sharpm pour tools. Study these illustrations
and directions carefully before trying
f~ sharpen the ‘rools. I:! 8ome cases considerable prsctice wiil be required to develop the
neces.sary skii’s. Fol!orr the fiill directions and avoid short cuts. Ask your teacher for
help or. points yoil do not understand and o,n the skills you have difficulty
developing.
REhliXBEP.

:T hs A GOOD RULE XEVER

M WORK WITH A DULL TOOL

Net~hcds for properly sharpening the common woodworking tools are given and illustrated step by step in this book. Wowwer, ,Lbe teacher should not expect these directions
to take his p!ace as instm&or.
It is suggest:4 that the methods be demonstrated as ootlined, showing the student
each step k! the shaqxning pmeess. This will aid the student to understand more clearly
the steps he is to take. The &dent must understand the new skills to be learned before
by the teacher
he cm pm:per!y practice them and test his resu!ts. Careful demonstrati
prepares the s%dent EOdo the job with understanding.
The student sh d be conJtantl>
sups-vised as he attempts the more difficult operations.
In using this book it is suggested that the teacher do the following:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Read the full directions for sharp-ening the tool at band.
Stndy the illustrations
of methods step by step.
Practice the steps untL he is sure he can do the job according to the directions.
Demonstrate to Ihe student the steps of sharpening the tooi. Call attention to the
rncre diRicuit operations; repeat the demonstration of the more difficult steps for
emphasis in order that the student may more clearly understand.
5. Snpervise the student in his practice.
6. Stress the impartawe of doing the job well.
7. Ev.du&
the student’s pztice
and give encourzgeiient
for prog-ress made.

iliiit
kilik!

S!Oii<‘.
r;xi,b

1~9gure
tc.<>lS.

1 s,10\v’s some ui
Their
serrated

cdgw ivould iut into a softer m:lLrr/i when s;i\red back and forth. The
si::,rp edges \veril ior-nled by notcies
cl,ip;wd fn;m tile ~t~,ri-. These sharp
<‘!!):‘E \ri~su!d ScrsJtci! out particles of
twc 5i1fier matrrial.
This action oc,~~~rcd iwxusc
the sharp edge OI
twiit ~:~~,r:ittd wit11 a cIca~~nce anple
(Fig. 2). If the tooth is laid with its
back flat on the material. it will not
counsj-

lfcnr, nicston B susn /“C.
rhiladei>n;z. Pa.

F&me 1.

Modern cutting tools. whether h~md
in power, wcrk on this sr2me priucipii!

tdc advancemerit is in the use and
twatment of steel for particular job,.
The following
explanation
dos not
rel! the compiete story of iron and
rtcei irs known by the metsl qaecialists. The average shop wxker does
not need tc: know the technica: details.
Iron is a product of nature mined
from the earth. It is found in combrution with various other elements,
OI!Cof ?uhich is c:wboi~. This mixture
is called iron ore. Vl’hen these eleF‘;r;::ii! .z.
menis BI’E removed the product is IL
r::c:td cdiei iron. St,eel is rnadi: from iron by purifgir!~
it alid chanting
Qre wrlx~n
,:!,!i:ii!!t,. rjC::,qGJ:ir:; s:,l(:h &S qi.hri7,
,_<
, mn:i#:il! c,:.st.:,
:ur1gstm and I!/CkOl arc :Lddi?d ec, sw’ldr~:
dfsir;j;,jc nroperrie5 dqending
ujwri tiic iis of the taoi.

A good

tcai

metal

should

be:

I. EEard: A hard metal will resist wear and the cutting edge w3.l reznain sharp.
2. Tough : A tough met.4 wil! &and greater strains and shocks without breaking.
Steei. if properEy treated, wiii be harder and tougher tiian iron. There are various
umdes and ouziities of moed. Likewise, there are various grades and qwllities of steel.
D
Hcxvever, the grades and qualities of steel may be controlled by man. In general there
are t;ia t>-p-pesof skei:
(1) carbon steel and (2) alloy steel.
Carbon steei owes its hardness and toughness to the mount of carbon it contains and
its treatment under hea?. It is lmmn as “high carbon” or “low carbon” depentling upon
the amount preseot.
Alloy s&e1 is a carbon steel with the addition of other elements such as nickel, cbrw
the hardness and toughness of the
miun, capper. vanxdi~~~, etc. 'These elements dfect
steel.
Wp to a certain amount the more carbon in either type of steel the harder and more
brittle (less tough) !t becomes. Any high earlton steel magr be ~ba~~ged in hardness and
tough~ness by giving ii a heat treatment. It may be (I) hardened, (2) tempered, or (3)
annealed.
(1) EIardened:
When a high carbon steel is heated to a cherry red color and suddenly
cooled by plunging in water it becomes hard and brittle.
(2) Tempered:
Tiis hardened steel would probably break if hit because it is too brittle.
TO toughen, it must be made less brittle.
This process is called tempering.
Unfortunate:y
the process softens the metal. A small mount of heat is applied to
soften the metal. After it is properly softened the steel is quickly cooled aLain.
(3) Anne&d:
A steel thst has been hardened .may be softened Lack to its original condition by sir&y h&ir,g
the steel to a cherry red C&r and
owine: it to cool
The addition of an element swzh as nickel to the carbon steel permits the steel to be
hardened hy slower caoIing. As a x-es& the metal is not a.5 brittle and is less likely to
c~s&. 0-m b22t took are made of afloy steel. They are harder and tougher. The first
cost of good rook is grezter hut they wilE iast much longer and in use will retain a sharp
edge longer.

Ali tools are sbrpemd
by other cutting tools. The material in the sharpening tool
is hmkr than ‘the material being sharpenc?. varioras kinds of stem? an
comcm sharpening tmois. A stone is 2 mass of very sma!l cryst&
c-ryS”&l has sib-p edges (Fig. 4) that mt like the stone saw of the early ruges. The action
E81

of the I% is sitiiar.
The rate at which these
toois cut depends up5n (i) eoarseriess and
shazzness of the atit or teeth, and (2) speed
2; %?x& ‘r::e c!lfting edge moves and (3)
anmlmt of pres%uue zppiied.
In some siones fssi cutting is secured by
a high rate of speed such as in the motor
.
gTinaer.
The friction ix this cutting action
caiiser heat. This best if not controlled will
cause ihe rcu: to tecoz-L?e soft or annealed.
R.e say it has lost its temper.
Actudly
it
h:13 been tempered beezuse tempering is a
softening process. Excessive heat wiU cause
the metal to become blue. We say it is
immd.

swface

dctndiy,

indication

ttis

blot

WJIOP is merely

a

tImA tie metal is soft.

When a +a1 ia sha~ned
on a whetsbone or with a file, the speed is not great. enough
to cause excessive heat. w.%t
used on B slow speed *
abnne to keep the met
cd.
slow &wtig
is an
L
way to sharpen my ela
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CHK3E:I,
PO

en ,pindin,rr and whettinp.

T; I;2 Tr: :k&,:,-‘:o gri:d
iVords to ccd up in t,he Giossay
l-i>jiw.;;TE, (Or&\eq b’arej. &&ting,
keen.

gin&g,

nick, gap, wire

edge, temper,

jointing.

“dote:
T;le ::;& c>L;se? ?:;a> 0~ shq~ened eitb~er by
:It~i~,(‘i~~,”
, _ i!Ti’lx Xl~&ii:l
0,” ‘by \vheiting, deprxding
ij;~,,,;!i:rs ;o~,:$:i;~-.. Tiie cut:ir:,g er,d of a :wxx~ chisel
1:/i i:~!’ A:.? &de ZFj,3,,e bei&> side :Wg. 3). The
Leveled side is ctxi~ave and is put on the chisel
daring rho grinding opration.
ibhen and vn>- to Grind:
Grind a mod chisel when :
1. ‘l-k edEe is sicked (Chart I, No. I).’
2. The coilcave bed
has been removed
id-letting (So. 2).
3. Tie edge is not sqirare (No. 3).

by

If the chisel is pieked or gaped, it does not erter wo(pd easily and the gaps leave ridges
in :Le nmd.
A chid
is whetted frequently
in order to maintain a keen edge. This repeated
:rhet:i:ig
tends :n ciiange the mnc.ave bevei to a straight or WEP a cmve:x bevel, thus
making the chisel b!unt end dull. A concave bevel form a sharper wedge and enters
wood ::erg easi’y.
A chisei xiiich is not reasonably sqoare tends to move sideways w!xr forced into
wcm3. mzking it impsssib!e to do smooth arid acewate work.
3Hakrids %&?a
!Tooi this;!, try square, water fm= cools,
grinder.
round witi? its face clean and padlel with the +bd rest.

The grinder

Inlast lx smooth and

How to; GPind
.adj~st the to01 rest to the I’d of the C&W of the stone.
PIace the fiat side of the
C!?ki on the td rest (!h 5) 23.d grind th@ cutting edge u&ii the nicks iare r@moved and
*.&:I reierence sub~equerriy to No. 1 or No. 2. etc.. r&m
numkr in the than mor;,panying that chapter.
ElIi!

in eseh instance to the drawing Of tit

the edge is square. Move the ehiseY right and Eeft to iwiir the stone and the chisel unifcwdy.
Cool t.i;e edge frequentEy by dipping- in water. Heat caused by Erictim will remove the e@mper fram the n&al and s&m it. Soft metal will not hold its edge. Blue
edor apprating while grixliing is proof that the tmqer is damaged. Check the edge for
squzreness (SG. 3) *
Tne sri-per length of CZXXYLPbeve! is nex: ground on the blade (No. 9). If the chisel
is ai~~yr piaced oil the stone at exactly the same angie, the roundness of the stone will
prodrnce the d&Ted concave bewE. The anpIe at which the chisel contacts the stme detemlircj
f’:ie ]ergh 3f the bevel. A blrrnt beveP (Xo. 6) less than % inch in length is bed
i...
. . . _^_I_
^...I L---r
..I-..-^ Z&Xilii””
-ir..dl^
:..
^..iL:._- ‘UC
^>_^ iit
:^ ..^^..:..^-1
LYi 2^..
iut i.^”
!,Cni.v
‘i”Ih auu
,,‘?.lu ,‘-.*a
wvcn‘ .>YiiCir
ii. LL”
i.lL c”l”“‘&
‘cyu,,.Iu,
A I;:,bevel (To. P) patter
thm :& inch in length gives an extremely keen cutting edge and
is better for fine paring wxk.
A medium bevei Wti. 7) about l/b inch long i3 rtxommended for the average shop job. This bevel should seldom be changed except for special jobs.
.Adjust the ted rest 60 the chisel will wake the proper angle with the stone. If the
td rest mnnot be adjusted, place the chisel against the rest to make the proper angle. Use
the fingers of the left hand against the tool rest as a guide to replace the chisel at the
same am&e after exh ceding.
With praetke one em tell by the feel when the chisel is
The suggestion in No.
replam
so that the ~m.2.v~ bevel fits the roundness of the &me.
10 ia helpful with either kind of tool rest.
ge (No. 9). There
Grind the EPGreIby having the grinder tmxa towards the cutting
wiI1 be less wire edge formed. Slowly move the chisel right and left to wear the stone and
the chisel evenly. Dc not bear too hard as this may remove the temper.
ntime the grinding
1 ~~~~~t~y~
m7-y.
on the flat side ad the bevel is of the eomect length.

until a wire edge is pmdoeed

Cheek -4th ‘iv square (No. 5) to determine if the edge of the chisel is square.
the thumb abng the edge on the Aat side to determine if the wise edge extends the entire
Iength of the edge.
See page 19 i%r directions
ChisLZL

on whetting,

the second and final step in skaqwning

a wood

GA
chart
ProMem
To learn the ditference
To learn f.om to ,-id.

2, Page 14

between grinding

mg. jointing.

and whetting.

keen, grinding,

nick, gap, wire edge, tem-

per.
isore:
The plane iron is simply a wood chisel which is held in a frame 80 the depth of cut
rt mq be sharpeed &her h-y grinding and :vhetting, or by whetting
m-ay be cYxkol!ed.
done, depending on its condition. The cutting end of
a plaue iron has one flat side and one beveled side
(Fig. 6). The beveled side is eoncave and is put on the
phe iron during the grindimp operation.

I. The edge is nicked (No. 1).
2. The eone9ve bevel has been removed by
whetting Cl&?. 2).
3. The edge is not square (No. 3).
If the ptane iron is nicked or gapped, it does not
Figure 6.
enter wood easily and the gaps ieave ridges in the wood.
A plane iron is whetted frequently in order to maintain a keen edge. The repeated
whettiig
ter& to ebwge the concave bevel to a straight or even a convex level, thus
making the edge blunt and dull. A concave bevel forms a sharper wedge and enters
wood very easily.
If the plane iron is not reasonably square, it is difficult to adjust it so that it will
make aI3 even a&.
Ma

ed
ane mm, try square, plane iron cap, water for cooling, grinder.
The grinder
be smooth and mend with its face clean and parallel with the tool rest.

must

How to Gtid
Three shapes of the cutting edge are shown in No. 4. A slightly carved cutting edge
is best for fast and rolngb work. This edge when set deep cuts the wood fibres on the sides
instead of ieatig
them (Fig. ‘7). For general work, where a deep cut is unnecessary,
grind the edge square aad round the corners slightly. This insures an even cut necessary for a fine fit. The cutting edge shaped for general work should seldom be changed
except for a special job.
To prodwe any of these edges, adjust the tool rest to the level of the center of the
stone. PIace the Rat side of the plane iron on the tool rest and joint as shown in No. 5.

GRINDING

PLANE

IRON

-.%wN
CoNCaVEBEVEL
ub.5
3BEEN

WORK

VJGRK

REMOVED BY WHETTING,-

. WHEN EDGE IS NOT SOUARC.
9

JOINTING
TEST EDGE FREQUENTLY
FOR SQuARENES$.

MOVE !RDN
RIGHT 8 LEFT.-

9

USE BLUNT
HARD

BEVEL Km
WOGQ-

VERY
3

MEDltR.4 BEVEL FOR MOST
WOODS,-

AND A LONG BEVEL FOR VERY
SOFT WOOD.
A SUGGESTION

GRIND THE EEVEL WIT”
GRlNDER TURNING ?oWARD CUTTING EcGf Et
M0vlN-G IRON RIGHT &
LfFT.

USf
3

PLANE IRON CAP
AS GUIDE.

Grind until the desired shape of cutting edge is attained
the plane iron right and left to wear the stone and the
edge frequently by dipping it in water. Heat caused b y
from the metal and soften it. Soft metal will not hold
while grinding is proof that the temper is damaged. Check

and the nicks are removed. Move
plane iron uniformly.
Cool the
friction will remove the temper
its edge. Blue color appearing
the edge for squareness (No. 5).

\Ve are nom ready to grind the bevel.
Different
lengths of concave bevels
are shown in Nos. 6, 7 aad 8. A blunt
bwel (No. 6) is better for heavy work
and hardwood where strength
is re:..r,A AC*
F”.. .“.Iu:“.,i._.l..z
->.“‘.Le. -1 lo12 b.ylc.l (X3. p;
gives an extrenzely kern totting
edge
and does fine work in soft wood where
strength
is unnecessary.
A medium
bevel (No. ‘7) is recommended for ordinary work or average wood. This bevel
should seldom be changed except for
special jobs.
The angle at which rhe plane iron
contacts the stone determines the length
of the bevel. If the plane iron is always
placed on the stone at exactly the same
angle, the roundness of the stone wi!l
produce the desired concave bevel.
Adjust the tool rest so the plane iron
will make the proper angle with the
stone. If the tool rest cannot be adjusted, place the plane iron against the
tool rest to make the proper angle. Number 10 shows how the plane iron cap
may be used as a guide with any type
of tool rest
Griiid the bevel by having the grinder
turn towards the cutting edge (No. 9).
There will be less wire edge formed.
Slowly move the place iron right and
!eft to wear the stone and the plane iron evenly. Do not bear too hard as this may
remove the temper. Don’t Hurry. Cool Frequently. Continue the grinding untii a wire
edge is produced on the flat side and until the bevel is of the correct length.

Final Test
Check with try square (No. 5) to determine if the edge of the plane iron is square.
Run thumb along edge on flat side to determine if wire edge extends entire length of edge.
See page 18 for dire&ions

on whetting,

the second and tinal step in sharpening

iron.
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A
Chart 3, Page 16
Problem
TO learn horn to whet a plane iron and a wood chisel.
Work

to Look up in the Glossary
Whetting,

wire edge, glazed, grit, edge tool.

W”h?n aEd Why to whet
q;j,p+ nlnno
/,.l _,._ ir.ln
.._- nP
_- &&e! (fvp 1) :
1. After grinding.
2. C”;ilen it is dull but doss not require grinding.
;trter grinding, the cutting edge is left rough and is called a wire edge.
ting teei must have this wire edge removed by whetting.

A keen cut+

When an edge tool becomes slightly dull, the edge will
iock bright due to the fact that it is rounded rather than
sharp (Fig. 3). This d&ess
may be removed by whetting.
lMateri&

Needed

Wood chisel or plane iron,
waste or rags.
Preparing

oilstone,

light

oil, cotton

the stone

The oilstone should be thoroughly cleaned with a piece
of cotton waste or soft rag (No. 2). The use of gasoline is
he!-pfuI. A stone saturated with oil will collect dust. If this
dwt is not removed before whetting, it will be rubbed into
Figure 8.
the stone. The whetting process is one of cutting away
metal. This catting action depends upon the little sharp points of each small particle
in the stone. Dust mixed with oil will gum the pores of the stone and prevent the
sharp particles from dcdng their work.
Apply clean Light oil to the stone (No. 3). The purpose of the oil is to float off particles of meta? as they are cut from the blade. If these particles are not floated away, they
wi!! becsme imbedded in the pores of the stone, producing a giazed wrfaee that will not
cut. -4 penetrating oil or say light non-gumming oil is very good for this purpose. Light
engine oil mixed half and half with kerosene is satisfactory.

Place the bevel of the tcol on the stone so that the cutting edge is in contact and the
heel is in contact or is slightly raised. Maintaining
this position, use either a circular motion (No. 5) or a back and forth motion (No. 6). ONLY A FEW STROKES ARE NECESSARY.
Utilize as much of the &zme ss possible so as to prevent the stone’s becoming hollow
in ihe eer;ter. it is impossibie to keep a square cutting edge on a tool unless the stone is
perfectly Bat.
Keep plenty of oil on the stone (No. 7).
?T”.^L
^f +L^
. . . . . I LI^
u..i a-+
. ..a_ -:
i.YiI- i_
“_‘C y3+,,
_ _ Se certain t.!x b!ade is he!d absolutely Rat on the
stone. If it is raised the siightest amount, a bevel will be produced on the flat side. ONLY
A FEW STROKES ARE NECESSARY.
After a few strokes on the stone remove the excess wire edge by rubbing the cutting edge across the grain of a piece of hardwood.
This
leaves fewer metal particles to clog the stone and shortens the process of whetting.
Continue with a few whetting strokes to produce a keen edge. Test the edge for sharpness
(No. IO or 11). If necessary, repeat the process of whetting on either or both sides to
produce a keen edge. Unnecessary whettins oil and metal particles.
CIean stone after using to remove exeesg will remove the ccmcave bevel.
Final Tests
The edge may be tested for sharpfiess by either of two methods:
1. Look at the edge in a bright light (No. 10). If the edge is sharp, it will not refleet iight, that is, you cannot see the edge. A dall edge will look bright.
2. Draw the thumb or finger lightly across the edge (No. 10). If the edge is sharp,
it will feel smooth and stick to the finger. If the edge is smooth, it simply meam
that some wire edge or some minute gaps are still present.
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Chart 4, Page 19, and Chart 5, Page 20
Problem
To learn the proper shape of both rip and crosscut saw teeth.
To learn how to cut new teeth.
Words to Look Up in the Glossary
Gullet, filing, crosscut, rip.
When and Why to Cut Saw Teeth
1. -4 beginner can learn the shape of hand
saw teeth and can get clearly in mind what
be is to produce when 6ling a saw if he
lays out and cuts a few teeth on a thin
piece of metal.
2. Occasionally some saw teeth are broken.
The remaining teeth need to he removed
by grindilng or filing. New teeth are then
iaid out and cut.
Materials

mu

Rip

Saw

Teeth

?lRvvL~la

Crosscut

Saw Teeth

Needed

I” x 4. piece of E-gauge sheet metal, T-bevel, carpenter square, scratch awl, triangulax file, saw clamp or vise, try square.
Bow to Lay out the Teeth
Select the number of points per inch. For the beginner. it is suggested that this be
5 points (4 teeth) per inch or a spacing of ‘/a irxh per to&h (No. 2). These teeth will be
larger than those on the average saw and easier to work with.
The smaller the teeth the
grezter the skill required.
Locate the points of the teeth, using a rule and a scratch awl (No. 3). It is suggested
that the metal be covsred with chalk so that the scratches made by the awl may be easily
seea The uniformity
of the teeth in the finished job depends upon the accuracy with
which t&e teeth are laid out.
At each point lay off the front of the tooth on both sides of the blade. For rip saw
teeth see No. 4, Chart 4, and for crosscut saw teeth see No. 4 and No. 5, Chart 5.
From each of these same points lay off the bsck of each tooth on both sides of the
blade For rip saw teeth see Nos. 5 and 6, Chart 4, and for crosscut saw teeth see NOS. 6
and 7, Ghart 6.
ow to cut the %et
Select a triangular file with sides slightly greater in width than the length of the back
of the to&b. If the tile is too small, it will not cut the entire length of the tooth on each

stroke. lf tkhebile is toe bwge, it is diffiicult to obof each side
serve tRe work and tke midddle
of the file will not be nsed.
Any two sides ef a triangular
file will form
an angle of 60” (Fig. 9). Observe tkat the gullet
forum? by the back of me tooth and the front
of anothez is 60”. The file will therefore cut the
back of one taoth and tke front of the other on
each stroke.
Clamp the metal ss near the base of the outlined teeth as possible. (No. 12, Chart 4). Remove
approximc&eIy a; of the metal between the outlined marks of the teeth. File from one side only
(No. 7, Chart 4, No. 3* chart 5).

Figure 9.

The f&e is held horizontally.
If this causes screeching lower the file handle slightly
@Jo. 3.2). Tlle @e is keId so that one cutting side is parallel to the back of one tooth
and another clattiig side is parallel to the front of the adjoining tooth. Remember that
a Be is simply a series of small chisels arranged to cut only on the forward stroke
(No. I@. Therefore, do not press on the file on the back stroke as this will dull the fde.
The r&g
metal is 6Lsd Sxn every other gulkzt. File to the marks and stop.
If the point of the teeth are not sharp, retouch lightly with the file. Be cautious, as too
much filing on amy one to&b WilE shorten it below a straight tap line.
Remove the wG=
stone or milI tie. If
“sb
n againsL tie edge/

each side of the blade by making light strokes with an oile is made against the cutting edge of the teeth, the rule,
is observed.
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Ghart 6, Page 23, and Chart 7, Page 24
~~Q~~@~
To learn how to sharpen a hand saw.
wmde tt? Look up it3 tk? GlGSsary
,Qt: ga3etz wire edge, kerf, jointing,

crosscut,

rip.

There are tn-o pmcesses in the sawing operation, first, cutting the small wood chips
and, secoxi, removing them.
A saw is simply a series ?f small chisels ca!led “teeth” shaped to cut on the forward
stroke (Fig. 10). It cuts smoothly when these teeth are even &o that the points are perfectly in line.

Rip saw

Crosscut Saar
Ngure

A
1.
2.
3.

10.

saw should
ned when:
The teeth are dull (No. 1).
The teeth are irregukw in shape (No. 3).
The set is worn (No. 2).

Like tine cutting edge
and d&E and do a& enter

e chisel the sharp edge of the saw teeth become rounded
easily.
l%l

In a saw with teeth of irregular length and size, the longer teeth do all the work.
When in we, a saw with irregular teeth cuts with a jumpy effect causing a rough ragged
cut. This is because the longer teeth prevent the shorter teeth from touching the wood.
This condition also prevents fast cutting because the gullet quickiy fills with sawdust. The
combined gullet eapzcity of the small teeth, when all are allowed to cut, is greater than
the gullet capacity of a few long teeth (Fig. II).
When the teeth become dull, part of the set is worn off, causing the saw to bind.
cannot steer or guide a saw that has no set.

Saw, vise, &at file, saw set, triangular

One

file.

If the teeth are not regular in size and shape (No. 3), the saw will require jointing.
The file is held with the thumbs on top and the index fingers under the file and snug
against the saw blade and pointing back. Hold the file level and make long strokes the
Remember that a fde cuta only in one direction.
entire length of the blade. Don’t Hurry.
Top joint until the shortest
A jointing tool may be used to hold the file in top jointing.
teeth are lightly touched. Additional top jointing will mean more work in fding. If the
teeth are very uneven, file only the longer teeth to the same height during the first jointing. Proceed with the operation of shaping and repeat the operation of top jointing until
all the teeth are in line.
A properly sharpened saw must have all teeth the same height. The secret of accomplishing this in the finished job is to always top joint previous to filing even though the
In filing the saw, if each tooth is brought to a sharp point at
teeth are of the same height.
the f&p lie, then alI teeth will be in a perfect line. Actually the teeth should not be in a
straight line but siigbtly curved (Fig. 12).

Figllr.3 12.

How to Shape the Teeth
The correct shape of the rip saw tooth is shown in Fig. 4, Chart 6, and the correct
shape of crosscut sas: tooth is Fig, 5, Chart 7. The fr.~,nt or cutting edge of teeth in a
rip saw is at right angles to the line of the points of the teeth. In the crosscut saw the
angle is fifteen degrees more than a right angle. This angle, often spoken of as the
“hook” or “pitch” of the saw. partly determines the speed at which the saw cuts. The
rip saw has more book than the crosscut saw.
If the teeth are fairly uniform in shape this operation may be omitted.
(See Fig.
4.) The teeth are brought to the correct shape by filing from one side and at right angla
to the blade (Fig. 5. Chart 6, and Fig. 6, Chart 7). Do not bevel the crosscut teeth at this
time. Adjust the pressure on the file so that the cutting will take place on the larger
tooth.
Bring the teeth to a point at the top line. Additional filing means uneven teeth.
If all teeth are still not uniform in size and shape, repeat top jointing
and shaping (Fig.
6, Chart 6, and Fig. ‘7, Chart 7).
How to Set the Teeth
Every other tooth is set to the right and the remainder to the left to produce a
“kerf.”
All teeth must be at the same height or the set will never be uniform.
Green
wood will require more set than dry wood. The amount of set is geoerally regulated by
the depth (Fig. 13) at which the tooth is bent. For average work the upper one-third to
one-half of the tooth is bent (Fig. 13). For crosscut saw teeth the depth of set may be
more than one-half, due to the bevel of the tooth causing the hammer of the saw set to
slip off the tooth.
How to Point the Teeth
Suggestion: In order to keep the teeth at the same height, it is helpful to lightly top
joint previous to pointing.
This is especially helpful with crosscut saws where shaping is
required.
Rip Saw
Lightly stroke every other tooth from one side (No. 9). Make tihhestroke so that the
wire edge will be left on the inside of the tooth.
The file should cut against the front of
the tooth that is set toward you. Reverse the saw in the vise -ad point the remaining
teeth. Repeat this procedure if necessary.
cmscut
Place the saw in the vise with the point

cn1

saw
to your left and tie

handle to your right

(No. LO). PI? the file in the first gullet to the left of the first to&h set toward you.
T&is will be the m-r&
filing position. Notice that the iile will be cutting against the
front of the taoth set toward you, and the back of the toah set from you. The wire edge
We are applying
the rule,
will be left on the inside of the cutting edge of the tooth.
“Sharpen against the edge.” Reverse the saw in the vise and file the remaining teeth with
It will be observed that the tile is always pointthe &lie, s-Sngi,ng “&e @e Go to the right.
ing toward the hamBe of the saw (NO. l2).

Howto Side.Ioht
F&move the wire edge and trv-up the set by making light strokes with an oilstone or
miil tie f&x PO, Chart 6; No. 13, Chart 7). If the stroke is made against the cutting edge
of the teeth, the ml@, “Sbmpe~ against the edge,” is observed.
Final

Test

Lay off a straight tine on a board and try the saw. If the saw does not easily follow
the line. then side joint lightly on the side toward which it tends to go.
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Probiem
To learn how to sharpen a crosscut timber saw.
Werds te Leds Up in the G!cssry
Set, gullet. wire edge, kerf, jointing,

gumming,

crosscut, flare.

Note:
There are three types of crosscut timber saws, Lance tooth, Champion
tooth (Fig. 14).

tooth and Peg

The lance tooth and champion tooth types are most widely used. Each lrss two kinds
of teeth, cutting teeth and raker teeth. The cutting teeth scratch two parallel marks.
The raker teeth remove the wood between these
marks.
,,

,~
,:,‘,~

The peg tooth type has cutting teeth only. It
cuts much slower than the other types and is not
generally used. One who learns to sharpen the
lirst two types wilI have no difficulty in sharpening the peg tooth type.
When and why to Sharpen
A timber saw
1. The teeth
(No. 2).
2. The set is
3. The raker
the cutting

should be sharpened when:
are dull or irregular in shape
worn (No. 3).
teeth are even or higher
teeth (No. 4).

than

Like the cutting edge of the chisel the sharp
edges of the cutting teeth and of the raker teeth
b-e
rounded and dull through use and do not
enter wood easily.
In a saw with teeth of irregular length and
size, the longer teeth do all the work. When in
Fignre 14.
use a saw with irregular teeth cuts with a jumpy
effect, causiug a rough ragged cut. This is because the longer teeth prevent the shorter teeth teeth from touching the wood.
If the set is ~011: the saw will bind.

One cannot steer or guide a saw that has no set.

The raker teeth should be slightly shorter than-the cutting teeth (No. 4). If of equal
length they prevent the shorter teeth from cutting into the wood. If longer they not only
C3lI

hold the cutting teeth away from the wood but they “dig in,” producing
cut and causing the saw to jump.
~~te~~

a rough ragged

Need&

Timber saw vise, KY’ flat file, gammingwheel,
ting to&
a seting ga;rge is dzsir*-b!e.

hammer and anvil,

crosscut

saw fit-

Ehw to Guna the Saw
The gullets between the raker teeth and the cutting teeth should be deep
carry ah the saw dust cat out by the raker teeth during one stroke of the saw.
sharpening will shorten the teeth, thus reducing the gullet space. The smaller
come @led with sawdust which packs against the sides of the kerf. The saw
pulls hard.

enough to
Frequent
gullets be
binds and

Gum the saw by grinding the gullets until the teeth are the original length (No. 5).
Rold the saw at the leve1 of the center of the stone. Use care in pressing the saw against
the side of the gumming wheel as the wheel is thin and will break easily. change &lets
frequently to prevent overheating.
Now to Flare the Raker Teeth
The raker tooth is actually two small chisels arranged to cut in opposite directions.
These teeth cut out and remove the wood between scratches made by the cutting teeth.
Like any good cutting tool, the raker teeth should operate with a clearance angle of less than 90 degrees (Fig. 15). After many Clings it is
sometimes necessary to flare the two points in order to produce the
desired clearance angle. Clamp the saw in a metal vise with about
s,& inch of the tooth projecting above the jaw of the rise. Strike each
point a light blow with a smooth faced ‘hammer. Deliver the blow at
an angle so as to produce as much flare as possible without battering
the point (No. 6).
NOW to Joint the Teeth
If the cutting teero
saw wiii require jointing
tool be used to hoid the
strokes the entire length
direction only. Top joint

are not regular in size and shape (No. 2) the
Wgure i5.
@o. 7). It is best th*t a crosscut s*w iitting
flat fde for top jointing
(No. ‘7). Make the
of the saw. Remember the tile cuts in one
until the shortest cutting teeth are lightly touched.

A pro&y
sharpened saw must have ali cutting teeth of the same height. T%e secret
of ae.eornpMring this in the finished job is to always top joint previous to filing even
In filing the saw, if each tooth is brought to a
though the teeth are of the same height.
sharp point at the top Line, then all teeth will be in a line. The teeth should not ad~aU~
be in a straight line but in a convex curve called the crown.
E321

How to File the Catting

Teeth

File both bevels of evczy other tooth from one side of the saw.
(No. 9). File against the inside edge of the
sile the remainin g t&b
you. This is contrary to our rule, “Sharpen against the edge,” but is
vibration.
It will leave a wire edge on the outside (cutting edge) of

Reverse the saw and
tooth that is set from
necessary to prevent
the tooth.

File a long pointed tooth if the saw is to be used in soft wood. File a short pointed
tooth if the saw is to be used in hard wood (No. 8). For general purpose work, file a medium point. Bring the teeth to a point at the top line and stop filing when this point is
reached. Additional filing may not change the bevel, but will shorten the tooth. The tooth
cuts in both directions, therefore the point should be in the center of the tooth.
How to Joint the Raker Teeth
File down the point8 of the raker teeth (NO. 11). The file is held at right angles to
the saw blade. The crosscut saw fitting tool is used it9 a guide to insure uniform height
of the raker teeth. For hardwood set the fitting tool so the raker teeth will be l/64 to
For soft wood, the raker points
l/40 of an inch below tbe points of the cutting teeth.
should be l/40 to l/32 of an inch below the points of the cutting teeth.
How to File the Raker Teeth
File the two points of each raker tooth to
inside of the tooth to maintain the flare. FiIe
This will insure a uniform height to the teeth
teeth. Stroke outside of tooth very lightly to

How to Set the Cnttiig

a sharp edge (No. 12). File only on tbe top
until the flat top is just brought to a point.
and the proper distance below the cutting
produce a keen edge.

Teeth

The cutting teeth are set. The raker teeth are not set. Every other tooth is sent
(bent) to the right and the remainder to the left to produce a kerf. Tbe set is determined
by the depth at which the tooth is bent and the amount of the bend. Usually the tooth is
bent about 3/16 of an inch down from the point and about l/32 of an. inch out. The distance between points propsrIy set is about twice the thickness of the saw Nbiade. For soft
green wood increase the set. A setting tool or beveled piece of heavy metal may be used.
A bevel may be filed on an anvil for this purpose. The tooth is extended over this bevel
and bit with a hammer (No. 13). To insure a more uniform set it is best to check with a
setting gauge (No. 14).

How to Retouch the Teeth
After setting, iiIe the cutting teeth and the raker teeth very lightly to produce keenness. It is best to m-check the points of the raker teeth for a uniform distance below the
point of the cutting teeth.
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Problem
To iearn bow to sharpen an auger bit.
Words to Kook Up in the Glossary
SPUIS.
Note:
An auger bit is simply two chisels, called cutting lips, arranged to cut in a circle. The
feed screw guides and draws the chisels into the wood. The spurs, one on the outer end
of each chisel, cut a circle inside of which the chisels remcve the wood. The twist delivers the sharings out of the hole.
When and Why to Sharpen
Sharpen an auger bit when:
1. The spurs are bent, dull, or nicked (NOS. 1 and 2).
2. The cutting lips are dull or nicked (NO. 3).
If the spurs are bent outward, the diameter of the hole will be too large and will include more wood than the cutting lips can reach. If the spurs are ‘bent inward, they will
cut too small a diameter which will cause the twist to bind. If the spurs are nicked or
dull, they will not cut a smooth circle and will cause the bit to turn hard.
If the cutting lips are nicked or dull, they will not cut smoothly and will not enter
wood easily, causing the bit to turn hard. If the spurs or cutting lips are dull, they may
cause the feed screw to tear out of the threaded grooves unless excessive pressure is applied to the bit.
The threads of the fecd screw must ,be regular, smooth, and sharp in order to enter
wood easily and thmly and thus pull and regulate the cutting of the spurs and cutting lips.
Material Needed
Auger bit file, mill or ilat flle, and possibly a three-cornered tile.
How to Sharpen
Spurs: If the spurs are bent outward, tile them down to the same diameter as the
twist.
Hold the bit aa shown in No. 5. File the spurs with a flat tile lying flat on the auger
bit. Use light strokes to bring the spur down to its correct diameter.
If the spurs are bent inward or are nicked or dull, tile the front or cutting edge on the
inside, as if they were round edged chisels. File toward the cutting edge. Hold the bit
against the edge of the table with the feed screw up (No. 6).
Cutting Lips: File the iIat side of the cutting lips. Make this side flat, not beveled
(No. 8). Now turn the bit and fde the other side of the cutting lips to a bevel and a keen
edge (No. 9). Push the tile against the cutting edge. Notice the arrow in No. 9. Filing
in the opposite direction produces too much wire edge which will quickly break off.
leaving the edge bhmt.
Feed Screw: If the threads of the feed screw are damaged, nicked, bent, or dull, run
a three-cornered tile around the threads (No. 10). Roll the auger bit as you tile the feed
screw.
Fi”dT.?St
Try the bit in a piece of wood. If all three parts are properly sharpened, the bit enters without pressure and cuts a clean smooth hole.
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Chart 10, Page 36
Problem
To learn how to grind and whet knives.
Words to Look Up in the Glossary
Convex, nick, strop.
When and Why to Grind and Whet
Knives are used more generally perhaps than any of the edge tools. They are sharpened by grinding and whetting or by whetting, depending on the condition of the blade.
Unlike the chisel or plane iron, ordinary knives are ground and whetted the same on both
sides of the blade.
1. The blade should be ground when nicked or when very dull (No. 2).
2. Whetting is sufficient if the blade is only slightly dull and not nicked.
Constant use and whetting reduce the bevel, thus making the edge blunt and dull
Grinding is then necessary to restore the bevel. Whetting, of course, is always necessary
to produce a keen edge after grinding.
Materials Needed
Slow-spa& water stone, oilstone,

leather strop, oil, cotton waste or rags.

How to Grind
The length of the bevel is determined by the width and thickness of the blade. GenOne-eighth of an
erally, the thicker and wider the blade the longer the bevel to grind.
inch or less is a general guide. An edge too thin will “turn” when cutting hard materials. Caution: Avoid excwaive grinding.
In grinding, place the blade against the slow-speed water stone to obtain the desired
bevel (Nos. 1 and 4). Turn the stone toward the cutting edge, and move the blade back
and forth across the face of the stone (No. 4). Grind until all nicks are removed and a
very slight wire edge is formed along the entire length of the blade.
How to Whet
Place the knife blade on a clean oilstone with the ground bevel of the blade ilat on
the surface of the stone. Whet both sides with a circular or a back and forth motion, using
the entire surface of the stone (No. 6). Continue whetting until the wire edge is removed
or until the edge is keen (No. 7).
How to Strop
Pull or push the knife across
For a very keen edge strop on leather after whetting.
the leather away from the cutting edge of the blade. Keep the bevel fiat on the surface
of the leather.
Final Teat
Draw the thumb or iinger lightly across the edge (No. 7). If the edge is sharp, it
If the edge is not smooth, some of
will feel smooth and will tend to stick to the thumb.
the wire edge or small gaps are still present.
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MOTION

Local construction of equipment for small farms in rural areas
is now being encouraged in many developing countries. To ensure
the proper fabrication and maintenance of locally-built
equipment
it is imperative that blacksmithing facilities are established in
these are25.
This publication, How to make a metal-bending machine
describes a machine which has been specifically designed so that
it can be constructed locally at a low cost. It is fabricated from
mild steel flat, angle, har and pipe materials, all of which are
usually available in developing countries.
Using simple plans and photographs the booklet describes the
construction and assembly of the machine. As its main feature is
the ability to form wheel rims from cold flat mild steel, there
is a special section on Building a Whee!, complete with plans:
this wheel can be used on farm carts and other basic agricultural
equipment. The metal-bending machine can also bend notched
angle iron and flat mild steel to any required angle. Additionally,
the booklet contains a plan of an ox-cart, showing the wheel
and axle design in place.
With its clear plans and useful stepby-step photographs, this
publication should prove most useful to all involved in rural
blacksmithing.
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